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The apparently meaningless and unconnected jargon of
which these muntras are composed is, notwithstanding, said
to be constructed and used according to a system possessing
almost scientific regularity
Our author asserts that Bhoots are less numerous in the
present day than they were formerly One of the causes which
are popularly supposed to have produced this effect is suffl
ciently amusing ' Some ignorant people suppose that Bhoots
' fled away from the noise of the English drum, because on
' one side of it there is cow-skin (at the sound of which the
' Hindoo Devatas took to flight), and on the other side pig-skin
' (which frightened away the Mohummedan divinities), and
' this, they say, is the reason that Bhoots have diminished in
' number and muntras proved false' Similarly, Claudius
Buchanan, in his journal of visits to certain churches of the
to exclude evil spirits from the houses, and this tradition appears to
receive confirmation from the circumstance that the name of the Deity
is always introduced.—See Chambers's Traditions of Edinburgh
' The early Christians,' observes St Ephrem, ' marked their very
' doors with the precious and life giving cross,' as the Jews before them
had been in the habit of striking the lintel and the two side posts with
the blood of the paschal lamb We have ourselves frequently seen, in
a Mohummedan house, scraps of the Koran pasted near the door to keep
out the cholera
In their expedition in search of the sources of the Niger, the Landers
stopping at a village called Moussa, occupied a large round hut, which
they thus describe (vol i, p 217) —' In the centre of it is the trunk of
' a large tree, which supports the roof, it has two apertures for doors,
1 which are opposite each other, and directly over them, suspended
' from the wall, are a couple of charms, written in the Arabic character
' on bits of paper, which are to 'preserve (lie premises from being destroyed
' by fire '—See also vol u of the same work, pp 231-2
In Russia a still more practical use is made of a similar religious charm
c The tradesmen in many instances, particularly those of the pubbc
1 bazaars, do not reside at their business premises (Hindoo like), whioli
' are thus left without protection, but though availing themselves of
' all the precautions of bolts and bars, they trust less to them than to
'the superstition of their countrymen They affix seals to their doors
' and window shutters, and as St Nicholas, the national saint, is sup
' posed to be peculiarly the protector of such securities, no thief would
* venture to commit the sacrilege of breaking them, while bars and chains
' would offer no impediment to his violence' ' In the days of paganism
'the worship of Mercury would have been analogous'—Russia, by
Thompson Smith, Elder, & Go , 1848

